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Abstract 
Silver [5] proved that Con(ZFC + "there is an inaccessible 
cardinal 11 ) implies Con(ZFC + CH +"there are no Kurepa trees"). 
In order to obtain this result, he generically collapses an in-
accessible cardinal to w2 • Hence CH necessarily holds in his 
final model. In this paper we sketch Silver's proof, and then 
show how it can be modified to obtain a model in which there are 
no Kurepa trees and the continuum is anything we wish. 
Introduction 
We work in ZFC and use the usual notation and conventions. 
For details concerning the forcing theory we require, see Jech (3] 
or Shoenfield [4]. A tree is a poset ! = (T,~T) such that 
x = [y E T I y <T x) is well-ordered by <T for any x E T. 
The order-type of A X is the height of in T, ht(x). The X 
I'V 
a.'th level of T is the set T = {x E T I ht(x) = c:x.J. T is ,..., ex. ,.... 
an w1-tree iff : (i) (V a. < w1 )(Tex. 4 ¢) & (Tw = ¢) a 
' 1 
(ii) (If ex. < S < w1 ) (V x E Tex. ) (3: Y 1 , Y 2 E Ts)(x <T Y1 ,y2 & Y1 =!= y2) . , 
(iii) (Vex. < w1 ) (V x, y E Ta. ) (lim (ex. ) [x = y " y]) .... <-> X = 0 
' 
(iv) (V a. < w1 ) ( I Ta. I ~ w) & l Tal = 1 For further details of 
w1-trees, see Jech (2]. 
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If T is an w1-tree, a branch of T is a maximal totally ..... 
ordered subset of T • A branch b of T is cofinal if ,..., 
(ViJ. < w1 ) ( Ta. n b + ¢) .. T is Kurepa if it has at least w2 ,..., 
cofinal branches. If v = L, then there is a Kurepa tree. This 
result is due to Solovay. For a proof, see Devlin [1] or Jech [2]. 
More generally, if V = L[A], where A£ w1 , then there is a 
Kurepa tree, from which it follows that if there are no Kurepa 
trees, then w2 is inaccessible in L~ (All of this is still 
due to Solovay, and is proved in [1] and [2].). Hence, in order 
to establish Con(ZFC + K) , where K denotes the statement 
"there are no Kurepa trees", one must at least assume Con(ZFC +I), 
where I denotes the statement "there is a:n inaccessible cardinal". 
i 
I 
Now, if M is any cardinal absolute extension of L , and if T I 
is a Kurepa tree in L , then ! will clearly be a Kurepa tree 
in M. Hence, if K is any cardinal of cofinality greater than 
w , we can, by standard arguments, find a generic extension of L, 
with the same cardinals as L , such that, in the extension, there 
is a Kurepa tree and 2w = K. Johnsbraten has pointed out that 
the consistency of K + 2w = K (for such K) is not so easily 
obtained. Now, Silver [5] has shown that Con(ZFC+ I) -+ 
w ) Con(ZFC + 2 = w1 + K • (And by Solovay's result above, the 
hypothesis here is as weak as possible). However, the method 
Silver employs necessarily makes w 2 hold, so as it stands 
the only hope to obtain K + 2w = K would seem to be to take 
Silver's model and blow-up the continuum generically to K. In 
fact this procedure does work (i.e. K is preserved), but the 
proof that it does is fairly delicate, as opposed to the corre-
sponding argument for , K • Since WA shall need all of the tricks 
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employed by Silver ih his proof of Con(ZFC + K) , we may as well 
commence by describing his argument. 
Silver's Model. 
We shall use M to denote an arbitrary countable transitive 
model (c.t.m.) of ZFC throughout. By poset, we mean, as 
usual in forcing, a poset P , with a maximum element 1 , such 
that every p E P has at least two incompatible extensions in P, 
where p,q E P are compatible, written p ~ q , if there is 
r E P such that r < p,q • We say P satisfies the x chain 
condition (K-c.c.), for H. an uncountable cardinal, if there 
is no pairwise incompatible subset of P of cardinality H.. 
P is a-closed. if whenever (pa. I a. < A. < w1) is a decreasing 
sequence from P there is p E P such that 
a. < A • The following lemmas are standard. 
for example.) 
Lemma 1 (Cohen; Solovay) 
Let p be a poset in l1 
' 
~ an uncountable 
M. Let G be M-generic for P. 
( . ) 
,l If M I="P satisfies the x. -c. c. " then 
dinal in M[G] iff A is a cardinal in 
(ii) If N f= " p is a-closed", then for all 
P < p for all 
- a, 
(See Shoenfield [4] 
regular cardinal in 
A ~ x. is a car-
N. 
A < w1, (M>..j>l= (MA}1~J, 
so in particular, M w M[G] and @M(w) =CPM(G](w) w1 = . 1 
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Lemma 2 (Levy) 
Let K be an inaccessible cardinal in M , P a poset in M 
such that M ~" I PI < K 11 • If G is M-generic for P , then x 
is still inaccessible in M[G] 
Lemma 3 (Solovay) 
Let P 1 ,P2 be posets in M. If G1 is M-generic for P 1 and 
G2 is M[G1 ]-generic for P2 , then 
is M-generic for P2 , G1 
and M[G 1 ][G2 J = M[G2 ][G1 J 
G1 is M[G2 ]-generic for 
x G2 is M-generic for 
= M[G1 ,G2 J = M[G1 X G2 ] , 
where P 1 x P2 is the cartesian product of P1 and P2 with 
the partial ordering (p1 ,p2) ~ (q1 ,q2 ) <-> P1 ~1 q 1 & P2 ~2 q2 • 
Conversely, if G is M-generic for P 1 x P2 , then 
G1 = (p i(p,11) E G} is H.-generic for P1 , G2 = (ql (11,q) E G} 
is M[G 1 ]-generic for P2 , and G = G1 x G2 • 
Let x be an uncountable cardinal. The poset P(x) is defined 
as follows. An element p of P(x.) is a countable function 
such that dom(p) s;: w1 x x. and ran(p) .£ x , and if (a,B) E dom(p), 
then p(n,6) E 6 • The ordering on P(x) is defined by p ~ q <-~ 
p ::;) q. If p = P ( x) and A < x. , we set P A. = [ p ~( w1 x A) I P E P J, 
pA = (p- p r (w1 X A) I p E PJ ' and regard PA,:PA as posets in the 
obvious manner. Clearly, P ~ PAx pA , by a canonical isomorphism. 
Lemma 4 (Levy) 
Let x be an inaccessible cardinal in M1 , and set 
M P = [P(x)] .. 
Then, M ~ 11 P is a-closed and satisfies the x.-c. c. 11 • If G is 
M-generic for P , then M _ w M[G] w1 - 1 and 
.. _ , M[GJ 
n. - w2 • Further-
more, if A < x. is an uncountable regular cardinal in M , then 
M[G n P A] t= 11 pA is a-closed and satisfies K-c. c. 11 • 
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Proof: See Jech [3] or Silver [5]. For the last part, notice 
that as PA. is cr-closed in M , M[G n PA.] has no new 
countable sequences from PA. , whence pA. is still 
cr-closed in M[G n PA.] • Also, as we clearly have 
pA. ~ [P(~)]M[GnPA.] , lemma 2 will ensure that PA. has 
the x.-c.c. in M[G n PA.] • 0 
For later use, we shall give the proof of the next lemma in full. 
Lemma 5 (Silver) 
Let p be a poset in JYI such that M j::np is cr-closed". Let 
T be an w1-tree in M • Let G be I1-generic for P. If b ..... 
is a cofinal branch of T in M[G] then in fact b E M • 
Proof: 
"" 
We may assume T = ( w1 ',!ST) Suppose 
Working in M , we define sequences 
that, in fact b 
<p I s E 2 ~) , s 
tM. 
(xs I s E 2 ~) so that Ps E P ; t c s .... Ps < Pt ; xs E T ; 
t c s .... xt <T xs ; is! = ltl - ht(xs)= ht(xt) ; and 
xs~<o> ~ xsn( 1) • The definition is by induction on lsi. 
Q 
Pick P¢ E P so that P¢ ~~ ''b is a cofinal branch of 
T & -b t f1" • 
""' 
Let x¢ be the minimal element of T • ,..., 
Suppose Ps' xs are defined for all n s E 2 , and that 
Ps lr'' xs E b" , where Ps ~ P¢ in particular. Since 
P¢ I~" b t fli" , we can clearly find Psr-( O) , Psr-( 1 ) ~ Ps 
(each s E 2n) and points xsn(o) , Xsn( 1) >T x6 such 
that ht(x~(o)) = ht(xs~( 1 )) and xs,.,(o) + xs~( 1 ) , for 
Q 
which Psn(i) n-" xs,.-..(i) E b" , i = 0,1. Furthermore, 
we may clearly do this in such a way that for any 
s,t E 2n+ 1 , ht(xs) = ht(xt) • Since P is cr-closed, 
for each f E 2 w we may pick Pf E P such that Pf;:: Pf~n 
for all n < w • Also, as 12~1 = w , we may pick a < w1 
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such that ht(xs) <a 
w 
S E 2 v • for all Since 
(each f E 2w) , we can find 
xf ETa, Pf' lr"· xf E "b" • 
such that for some 
But, clearly, I 11., vii Pf II- .xflb <T xf 
for all n < w , so by our construction, f f g .... xf t xg • 
(There are just two remarks called for here. Firstly, 
if I II"' "'II then in fact since T E M 
' 
Pf If- xf~n <T xf ,..., 
xf <T xf~n • Secondly, if f + g then for some n < w 
' 
f ~n + g rn . ) . Thus {xfl f E 2WJ is an uncountable 
subset of Ta , which is absurd. 0 
Theorem 6 (Silver) 
Let x. 
Let G 
Proof: 
be an inaccessible cardinal in M. Let M p = [P(x.)] • 
be M-generic for p • Then M[G] i= " 2w = 
By lemmas 4 and 1 ' M[GJ ~ 11 2w = w1" and M[G] = ?(. w2 • 
Also, w M[G] M the notion of " w1-tree II 1 = w1 
' 
so an is 
absolute here. Let T be an w1-tree in M[G] • We may 
""' 
assume T = (w1,<T) • By the truth lemma, we can find an ,.. 
uncountable regular cardinal A. < K of M such that 
! E M(G n P~.,J • By lemma 2, X has fewer than X. co final 
branches in M(G n PA.] But by lemma 4, pA. is a-closed 
in I1I[G n PA.] , and by lemma 3, G n pA. is M[G n PA.]-
generic for pA 
' 
so by lemma 5, T has no cofinal branches 
,.... 
in M[G n PA.J(G n PA.J other than those in M[G n PA.J • 
Again by lemma 3, M[G n PA.J[G n pA.J = M[GJ , so we see 
that T has fewer than 
""' 
x. cofinal branches in M[G] • 
Q.E.D. 
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The New Model 
We shall require the following well-known result, proved in 
Jech [3]. 
Lemma 7 (Marczewski) 
Let ~ be a limit ordinal, cf(~) = w1 • Let J be a collection 
of w1 finite subsets of ~ • There is a finite subset X of A 
and an uncountable subfamily J' ' of J such that Y,Z E J ~ YnZ'!' X. 
Let x be an ordinal. The poset C(x.) is defined as follows. 
An element of C(x.) is a finite function p such that dom(p).s;x. 
and ran(p) c 2 . The partial ordering on C(x.) is defined by 
p ~ q <-> p ~ q • Thus, if x. is an uncountable regular cardinal 
in M , [C(x.)]M is the usual poset for adding x. Cohen generic 
subsets of w to M. Note that in this case, [C(x.)]M = C(x.) , 
both of these being defined by the same, absolute formula of set 
theory. 
It is well known that if X. is an uncountable regular cardinal 
in M and G is M-generic for c = [ C ( x) ]r.-I 
' 
then M and M[G] 
have the same cardinals, by virtue of the fact that H I= " c sa tis-
fies the countable chain condition", and M[G] I= 2w .2: X. • For our 
purposes, however, it will be useful to regard the procedure of 
forcing with C over M here as an iteration of length K • 
Accordingly, we make the following definitions. 
Let U be the poset consisting of all maps p such that d.an(p) = n 
for some n E w and ran(p) ~ 2 , ordered by p ~ q <-> p ~ q • 
Thus U E M and U is the usual poset for adding one Cohen 
generic subset of w to M 
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* Let ~ E On • Set c c~) = (cp_l cp : 11. .... u & for some finite set 
X c 11. 
' 
cp (a. ) f ¢ <-> a. E X (we call X the SUJ2J20rt of cp ' 
supp ( .:p) ) } , and partially order * c ( 11.) by cp_::: ~ <-> 
(ira. E 1t)(cp(a) ~$(a)) • It is easily seen that forcing with 
* c ( 1t) is equivalent to forc}ng with C(x) • In fact, the complete 
boolean algebra associated with both of these posets is the Borel 
algebra on 27(. factored by the ideal of all meager Borel subsets 
of X 2 , where 2x is given the product topology for the dis-
* crete topology on 2. Note also that the definition of C (~) 
is, like C(x) , absolute for transitive models of ZFC contain-
* ing x • The point of all of this is that forcing with C (x) 
can be regarded as a process of forcing with U x times, suc-
cessively, using lemma '· 
Lemma 8. 
Let x be an uncountable cardinal in M , cfM( x) > w • Let 
C = [C(x)]M • If G is M-generic for C , then M[G] I= 2°' ~ x , 
M and M[G] have the same cardinals and cofinality function, 
and if M I= 2w ~ x , then M[G] I= 2w = x • Furthermore, if 
! = <w1 M,~r> is an w1-tree in M , and b is a cofinal branch 
of T in M[G] , then b E M • 
Proof: The last part of the lemma is the only non-standard part. 
Let C* -- [c*(~)JM • ~r b . t f ,. v:e may assume, y v1r ue o our 
above remarks, that G is M-generic for c * rather 
than c • Let T = ( w1 M, _::T) ,... be an w1-tree in N • We 
that v <T .... v Note that as 
M(G] M 
may assume 1" < 1" • w1 = W, ' 
T is still an w1-tree in M[G] • 
* * If y < 1t , then clearly C ( y) = (cp ~ y I cp E C } • Set 
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G Y = (q;> ~ y I cp E G) • By lemma 3, G Y is M-generic for 
* C (y) and M[G] is a generic extension of M = M[G ] • y y 
Clearly, Mx = M[G] , so it suffices to prove, by indue-
tion on y ~ x , that if ·b 
in TJl , then b E M .. y 
is a cofinal branch of T 
,..., 
For y = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose the result holds 
for y < x • If H = (cp(y) I cp E GJ , then by lemma 3, H is M y 
generic for U and Let b be a cofinal branch 
of T 
-
It suffices, by virtue of the induction hypo-
thesis, to show that b E Tf( • This will be so if, whenever y 
p E U and 1r-" b a cofinal branch of "'" p is T 
' 
there is q < p 
-II o v 
such that q II- bE vii • We work in M • Let such a p be y 
given. For each q .:S p , let a(q) be the supremum of all ordi-
q lf- II .., 0 " nals g < w1 such that \) E b for some \) on level s 
of T ,..., • Set a. = sup{a. (q) I q ~ pJ • By the truth lemma for for-
cing with u over Til 
' 
a. = w1 y • Hence, as lUI = w 'a.(q) = w1 
I 0 " I T I q 11- II .., for some q~ p . Set b = {v E vEb } Then b E M , y 
1r-" 0 viii and clearly q b = b 
' 
so we are done. Finally, suppose 
y .:S x , lim(y) , and the result holds for all o < y • There are 
three cases to consider. 
Case 1 c:2'1(y) = w • 
Let b be a cofinal branch of T in My • In M, let (ynl n <w) ,.., 
be cofinal in y • Work in My • By the truth lemma for forcing 
* with c ( y) over M 
' 
for each v E b we can find p\1 E G such y 
I~ " v o II that Pv v E b • Let X = supp(pv) • Since each X \I is \) 
cf( w1 ) 
I 
finite, and > w , we can find. an uncountable set b c b 
I 
such that v E b _. X c y 
v - n 
for some fixed n < w • But clearly, 
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0 " b =[\JET I (:H:p E Gy) [P\1-" v E b ]} E IVJ:y • Hence, by induc-
n n 
tion hypothesis, b E M • 
Case 2 
Let b be a cofinal branch of ! in MY • Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that b f M • By induction hypothesis, therefore, 
5 < y ~ b t M5 , also. Work in MY • For each 
o II 
b , and let X 
\) 
\J E b , pick 
p\) E GY such that Pv II-* v E 
c (y) 
If sup[max(X\J) I v E b} < y , then arguing as in case 1 we see 
that bE M5 for 5 = sup[max(X\J) 1\J EbJ, and we are done~ 
Hence we may assume sup[max(X\J) I \J E b} = y • It follows, by 
lemma 6, that we can find an uncountable set b' cb and a finite 
set X c: y such that \),'T E b' and \) < ,.. impJies ~ n X = X 'T 
and such that ' implies X f X • Since lUI \J E b = w , we can \) 
II I II 
find an uncountable set b c b such that 'J,'T E b implies 
pv I' X = p'T f' X = p , say. From now on ll- refers to the forcing 
relation for * c (y) over M • 
Claim. * There is q E C (y) supp(q) n X =¢,and \J < w1 such 
* that \J ~ b but p IJ q ll- 11 ~ E b 11 , where p U q E C (y) is de-
fined from p and q in the obvious manner. 
* Suppose the claim is false. In M, set d = {\J E T I (:H:q E C (y )) 
q II- II \)v E -ell]} • [supp(q) n X = ¢ & p U o Since the claim fails, 
d ~ b • But for each 
supp(q) n X = ¢ and 
" \) E b 
p u q = p\) 
if 
and 
q = p\J ~(X\J- X) , then 
11 v on 
p\) II- \) E b ' so b c d • 
Hence b = d E M , a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
* Pick q E C (y) 
P u q II- n v on \J E b 
and 
as in the claim and let \J < w1 be such that \J ~ b / 
" 
• Pick 'T E b , 'T 
(This is clearly possible). Clearly, 
> \) ' such that xr n supp(q)= 0. 
* P'T U q = p U q U [pr ~ (Xr -X)] E C (y). 
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look, " 0" But I p,. u q .s p,. ' s 0 p T u q II- :r E b , and p U q ~ p u q, so ,. 
" v 0 11 P,. U q It- v E b .. Hence, as v < ,. II v vII ' P T U q n- ~ <T T , which 
" means v <T ,., of course. Thus, as T E b , v E b, a contradiction. 
Case 3 
truth 
* This case is trivial by the/lemma for forcing with c (y) over M. 
The lemma is proved. O 
The following is an analogue of lemma 5. 
Lemma 9 
" Let C, P be posets in M such that M F C satisfies c.c.c. 
and 
M 
w1 = 
P is a-closed". Let G be M-generic for C x P • (Thus 
w1M[GJ.) Let G0 = (p E c I (p,11) E G}, Gp= (qE PI (11,q) EG}. 
(Thus G0 is M-generic for c is M[G 0]-generic for 
w1-tree in M[G 0 ] • 
p ' 
and M[G 0][Gp1 = M[G].) Let T If b 
is a cofinal branch of T 
,...., 
in M[G] , then 
Proof: Notice that as P is not necessarily a-closed in the 
sense of M[G0] , we cannot argue exactly as in lemma 5. 
However, with a little extra work, we can carry through an 
argument parallel to that of lemma 5. We shall assume 
that ! = (w1 ,.:::;T> 
' 
as before. In M[G0] 
' 
for each 
" 
v 0 ~ 
" a. < w1 
' 
let D = [qEPiq!l-p X E b n Tv a. Ct for some 
X E T} 
' 
where l~p denotes P-forcing over I1I[ G C] • 
Clearly each Da is a dense open subset of P • 
Suppose that b ~ M[Gc] • To cut down on notation, let 
" 0 
us suppose that, in fact ¢ \~p b is a cofinal branch of 
v 0 ~~. ! and b $ M[G0 ] • (In the general case, we simply work 
beneath some q0 in P , of course.). * Pick p E GC so 
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* II o that p ll- c [! is an w1-tree with domain ~ 1 ] and 
" 0 0 [~l~p b is a cofinal branch of ! not in v o II M[GcJ ] and 
0 v 
[ ( Da. I a: < w1) is a sequence of dense open subsets of v " P] • 
I 
Claim. Let a. < w1 , q E P • There is q ~p q and x E T 
( *I V o Oil 
such that p ,q > l~cxP x E b n Ta • 
By induction, we define in N a sequence ((pv,qv) I v < 5) , 
some c < w 1 , so that \) < 6 ~ Pv .Sc p* & q'V ~p q , \) < T < 6 ... 
0 
" " .., Pv + Pr & q,. <p q ' and Pv 1~c q'V E Dv .. The ordinal 5 will - \) a. 
be determined by the failure of the definition. Since c sa tis-
fies the incompatibility condition on the I will c.c.c. 
' 
p\1 s 
ensure that 6 < w1 ; and in fact, the defir.ition will stop pre-
cisely when [pv I v < 6} is a maximal pairwise incompatible sub-
set of [p E c I P ~c p*J • Let (po,qo) be chosen so that 
* 
0 
" 
v 
Po ~c P qo ~ q 
' 
and ~~ II Po I C qo E Dv • This clearly causes a. 
no problems. Suppose <<p,.,q,.> I r < v) is defined. Thus v < w1' 
I 
' so we can find q'V E p , q'V ~p q,. for all T < \1 , by the 
a-closed nature of p • (Remember that we are working in M here!) 
Pick (if possible) pv E C, pv ~C p*, and q\1 E P, qv $p ~· , 
so that r < v ... p,.. + p 
I V and Clearly, if we 
can find such that and r < v - P,. t Pv , then 
the choice of ~ causes no trouble. That completes the defini-
tion. Some P is I a-closed, let q E P be such that q 1 < q 
-P v 
I for all v < 5 • Then q is as required. It suffices to show 
* II vi 0 II 
that p 11-c q E Da; , and for this it is enough to show that 
II vi o II * (p E Cj p 11-c q E Da_ } is dense below p in C • So let 
* I P <c p • Then for some a. < 6 1 p ,.._ p • Pick p ~ p, Pcx. • a:. 
p' l~c " v 0 II I I II vI 0 " Thus qcx. E Dv • But q <±> qcx. • Hence P ll-c q E Dv 
' ex. 
a; 
as required. The claim is proved. 
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Using the claim, we can now argue as in lemma 5. By induction, 
pick sequences ( qs I s E 2 ~) , (xs I s E 2 !!.) so that, in particu-
* \I II v o II UJ lar, (p ,qs) rcxP xs E b ' and so that (qs I s E 2 ..... > decreases 
UJ * o v o II 
along branches in 2 ..... , etc. Since (p ,¢) l~cxP 11 b E M[GC] , 
this follows from the claim just as it followed in lemma 5. Since 
all of this is done in M, where P is a-closed, we obtain a 
contradiction exactly as before. The lemma is proved.[] 
Theorem 10 
Let ~ be an inaccessible cardinal in M , and let A be an 
arbitrary cardinal in M such that A > K and crM(\) > w • 
Let P = [P(~)]M , C = [C(\)]M & Let G be M-generic for P x C. 
Then M M[G] u _ w M[G] , UJ1 = UJ1 ' r• - 2 ' 1\ and all other cardinals of M 
above K are cardinals in M[G] 
A = w M[G]) , cfM[G](\) > w ' 2+y 
(so if \ = w M then ~+y 
Lll 2UJ 11 Lll II M [ G] F = A 1 and M [ G] F K • 
Proof: Let Gp, Gc be as above. Let T = (w1'~i be an w1-tree 
""' 
in M[G] By the truth lemma, pick y < X. an uncount-
able regular cardinal of J.VI such that T E M[Gp n Py][G0]. 
"' 
Let N = M[Gp n Py] • Notice that by lemma 4, pY is 
a-closed in the sense of M • Also, by absoluteness, 
c = [C(A)]N , so C satisfies c.c.c. in N • Now, by 
lemma 3, GC is N-generic for C , so by the truth lemma 
for C-forcing over N we can find, in N a set X~\, 
lXI = w 
' 
such that T E N[G 0 n ex] , where Cx= [P ~Xlp EC}. 1 ""' 
Now, X E N 
' 
so in N there is a canonical isomorphism 
c ~ ex x ex , where ex = {p- p ~X I p E C} . Thus, by 
lemma 3 (applied to N) GC n CX is N-generic for CX' 
Gc n ex is N[Ge n CxJ-generic for ex, and N[G0 n CxJCGen CXJ= 
N[GC] • By lemma 2, ~ is inaccessible in N[Gc n eX] = 
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M[Gp n Py][G0 n CX] • Hence X, has fewer than 1t cofinal 
branches in N[G 0 n CxJ • In N[G0 n CXJ, there is a cano-
nical isomorphism CX ~ [C(~)]N[GcnCxJ • Hence, by lemma 
8 applied to N[G0 n CX] 1 ! has no extra cofinal branches 
in N[G0 ] = N[G0 n CX] [Gc n CXJ. But by lemma 3 again, M[G ]= 
:r.i[Gp][G0 ] = M[GpnPYJ[Gpn pYJ[G0 ] = N[GcJ[GpnPY] and 
Gp n pY is N[G0 ]-generic for pY • So, applying lemma 9 
to N and the posets c, pY , we see that T has no 
extra cofinal branches in M[G] • Hence is not Kurepa 
in M[GJ • 
1. K.J. Devlin. 
2. T.J. Jech. 
Q.E.D. 
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